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ABSTRACT  

For any automobile suspension system is very significant system to protect the vehicles and 
the drivers from the bumps & the shocks of the road. The by-activity comprises sustainability 
of lateral movement and provides enough wheel travel to reinforce the driver and driving 
vessels. The study describes how it is made, designed and examined a push rod actuated 
double wishbone suspension system of a formula-shaped race car. The sealing geometry was 
designed in Uni-graphics NX 8.5 and MSC ADAMS. The final reviewFEA (FEA) suspension 
elements is made in SOLIDWORKS 2014. 

Keywords:Push rod, roll, wheel rate, double wishbone, anti-dive geometry, factor of safety, 
roll gradient. 

INTRODUCTION  

The suspension system is used to protect the driver & the vehicles form the road potholes & 
dividers present on the road. For the analysis the vehicle should be ride on the road & no 
vertical motions of the vehicle is allowed. Another key characteristics of the suspension 
system is to keep the tiers in contact with the road during the motion, because the tires try to 
move outward & lift off the road each time when the tires passes over the bumps and the 
shocks. If there is no suspension system in the vehicle then the tires lift off from the road & 
shocks are felt to the driver which cause major loss & injury to the driver[1]–[3].  

The basic idea was to keep the suspension parameters from changing as much as possible by 
changing the wheel movement. To get rid of all kinds of road blockages, it is necessary to 
ensure maximum ground clearance. The institution needs to move immediately. Since the 
height of the front and rear roll centers is maintained, the inclination of the axis roll tends to 
move forward, and the load moves faster. Armature swing view geometry is considered 
because it provides maximum movement to the beat[4]–[8]. 

Push Rod Actuated Double Wishbone Suspension System 

A push rod is a slanted bar with one end attached to the vehicle body and the other end 
attached to the A arm or lower arm. The spring & damper are attached on the vehicle chassis 
& mounted in the opposite direction. When the wheel is pulled, the knot pushes the Berber. 
This force acts on the conductor from the bell bar and grabs it[9].  

Double rigid bones and control rods reduce wheel movement control and brakes for variable 
speed responsiveness and quick operation. The flexible connection of the springs and the 
humidity on the chassis indicate that the springs do not need to be firm. This provides a rich 
ride while being handled carefully[10]. 
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Figure 1. Front View Depicting Basic Components
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The analysis is done for the change in the dynamic chamber, &
chamber, & variation in the chamber w.r.t the wheels, & variation in the roll center w.r.t the 
wheels, & variation in scrub radius w.r.t the wheels, & change in the wheel rate w.r.t the 
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1.  Springs and dampers Specifications 

 

Figure 2. Stress Analysis- Lower A-arm 
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wheels, & also analysis is carried out on the stress present on the lower A-arm, upright 
analysis, & well crank analysis & analysis of buckling in the push road. 

CONCLUSION  

The design analysis & optimization of the suspension system is carried out in this paper. 
Table 1 illustrate the specification of the dampers & the springs. The analysis about the 
variations in the chamber, roller center, scrub radius, stress present in the lower A-arm and 
the well crank analysis are performed successfully.  
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